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WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified) is a
useful assistant in learning basic Simplified

Chinese, by listening to word pronunciation and
associate spoken words with images and English

equivalents. Teach yourself every day The software
enables you to practice Simplified Chinese every

day, in sessions. You can decide whether you wish
to start the timer and how long should a practice
last. By default, the sessions take 30 minutes, but
you can easily increase or decrease their duration.

The software offers you a collection of hundreds of
words as well as different methods of testing your
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knowledge of Chinese language. You simply need
to select one of the categories and listen to the

words spoken in Chinese, then select the English
equivalent. The application displays the evaluation

of your answer instantly. Extensive dictionaries
WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified) contains

a large collection of words in both Chinese and
English, but you can easily add more or edit the

existing ones. You may add a record of your voice
speaking the new words in Chinese, and associate
them to the English translation. Aside from words,

you may also practice grammar rules, word
conjugation, salutation formulas or numbers. You

can easily print out lists of words or create practice
CDs. Moreover, the application includes speech
recognition, so you can speak the words you just

learned into the microphone and test your Chinese
pronunciation. Learning statistics WordBanker

English-Chinese(Simplified) records the time you
spend practicing every day, the day you started, as

well as the total number of sessions you have
finished. You can view this information at any time
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and keep a record of your learning progress.
Additionally, the software displays a progression

bar, representing how much you have advanced in
the learning stages. Conclusion WordBanker

English-Chinese(Simplified) is a reliable
instrument that enables you to learn and practice
your knowledge of Chinese language. You can
extend the dictionaries and grammar practice

lessons at any time, in order to further improve
your language skills. WordBanker English-

Chinese(Simplified) Application Screenshots:
WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified)

Frequently Asked Questions: What's new in this
version: Improved dictionary search. Achievements

with WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified):
WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified)

4.03.02.00 Language Trainer Language Trainer
Developer : WeiXin Download Language Trainer
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your files. 3.Searches file name and size.
4.Displays thumbnail picture. 5.List directories.
6.Generate a list of files and folders. 7.Free to

download and try, Free to use for 14 days, You can
buy the full version with one time payment ---------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- Keymacro
Features: 1.Create Self-Organized Files When you

are using Files from PC, you will have to use
Widget Folder first to sort the contents in a new

way. You can arrange items in subfolders without
opening Files every time. 2.Create Self-Organized
Folders You can create self-organized folders on
the PC. Create the folder hierarchy on your PC,

drag the files or folders you want to organize to the
desired folder, and it will be listed in that folder

automatically. 3.Searches File Name and Size You
can search and find the file by its name or its size.
Even the file size is bigger than 5MB, you can use

Keymacro to get the information quickly.
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4.Displays Thumbnail Picture When you are
viewing the files, Keymacro can add a thumbnail to

the right of the file. 5.List Directories You can
show the number of files, the size of files, and the
number of folders in the directory. 6.Generate a

List of Files and Folders Keymacro can generate a
list of files and folders in one click. You can use it
to find out the files in the hard drive, or save the

information of files and folders on your computer
for future reference. 7.Free to Try You can try

Keymacro absolutely free for 14 days. Then you
can buy the full version with one time payment.

Keymacro Review: Keymacro is a self-organized
file management software. You can organize your
files in a self-organized way. You can create self-
organized folders on your PC. You can organize

files in a sub-folder. When you want to find a file
in a sub-folder, you don’t need to open Files to

search for the files. Keymacro Features: Keymacro
is a self-organized file management software. You

can organize your files in a self-organized way.
You can create self-organized folders on your PC
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WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified) X64

This app is designed to help you in learning
Chinese and its pronunciation. It is suitable for all
who need to learn Chinese to improve their skill. 1.
Improve your pronunciation: Chinese language is
famous for its rich pronunciation. The difficulty of
the language lies in the fact that the pronunciation
of the sound is expressed by different characters. In
this app, you can take English pronunciation as the
model to learn Chinese pronunciation. 2. Increase
vocabulary: Chinese language is famous for its rich
vocabulary. The difficulty of the language lies in
the fact that the vocabulary can be expressed in
characters, syllables and tones. In this app, you can
take Chinese vocabulary as the model to learn
English vocabulary. 3. Learn grammar: Chinese
language is famous for its rich grammar. The
difficulty of the language lies in the fact that the
grammar can be expressed in many different ways.
In this app, you can take Chinese grammar as the
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model to learn English grammar. 4. Increase your
learning speed: Through the different components
of this app, you can increase your learning speed
and learn new words. For example, you can
practice Chinese in the short session, Chinese and
English in the long session, and so on. You can
select the vocabulary and grammar you need. In
addition, you can also choose the language mode
you need (Chinese, English, foreign). Categories:
The categories of words, sentences, and phrases of
Chinese language in this app are as follow: - nouns
- adjectives - verbs - pronouns - conjugation of
verbs - conversion of Chinese characters to pinyin -
greetings - numbers - salutations - numbers -
inflection HappyAndroid - Chinese Phrase Tools
and Apps HappyAndroid | Apps HappyAndroid
2017-11-02 00:31:20 The best collection of
Chinese Phrase Tools and Apps: Learn Chinese
Phrase Tools and Apps for Beginners from
HappyAndroid Best Collection of Chinese Phrase
Tools and Apps for Beginners In this app, you will
find the following tools and apps: - Chinese phrase
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dictionaries - Phrasebooks - Pronunciation
dictionaries - Pronunciation guides - Dictionary
apps - Chinese grammar learning - Tones and
Slangs - Grammar explanation The tools and apps
provided in this app are designed to help you learn
Chinese or improve your Chinese pronunciation.
Learn Chinese Phrase Tools and Apps for
Beginners

What's New in the WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified)?

WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified) is an
effective way of learning basic Simplified Chinese.
The application allows you to hear words spoken in
Chinese, and select the English equivalent. You can
practice in a number of ways, but in the main
purpose of the software is to provide a listening
method. However, WordBanker English-
Chinese(Simplified) is not a monotonous method
of listening to Chinese, but it helps you to learn by
listening. With the many words and simple methods
to test your knowledge, you will progress in the
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Chinese language. The software also allows you to
practice Chinese grammar rules and words. You
can learn how to write Chinese characters and also
test your skills on Chinese numbers. Furthermore,
you can create word lists and practice your
pronunciation by speaking the new words.
Additionally, the application records your progress,
and provides a language statistics. You can view
this information to keep a record of your skills.
The software also provides a feature to pronounce
new words in your own voice and check your
Chinese pronunciation. Key Features: - Practice
any number of words - Translate Chinese to
English using a dictionary and spoken
pronunciation - Create your own custom list of
words and memorize them - Learn pronunciation -
You can easily add, edit or remove a number of
words - Learn Chinese grammar - Automatically
generate word lists - Test your knowledge of
numbers - High-quality voice learning tools - Store
information about practice sessions - Ability to use
the program anywhere - Print out lists of words -
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Record your own voice in Chinese - Learn from
other people - Display the results of your tests -
Create practice CDs - Practice and learn Chinese
pronunciation - View information about practice
sessions - Type Chinese characters, numbers,
punctuation - Compatible with Android 2.2 and
higher. If you need more information about
WordBanker English-Chinese(Simplified) you can
download it from Google play and enjoy it. Google
Play Link : What's New in Version 3.5.0 We added
new features to the user interface. We improved
the implementation of some features. We fixed a
number of bugs. Español WordBanker English-
Chinese(Simplified) is a useful assistant in learning
basic Simplified Chinese, by listening to word
pronunciation and associate spoken words with
images and English equivalents. Teach yourself
every day The software enables you to practice
Simplified Chinese every day, in sessions. You can
decide whether you wish to start the timer and how
long should a practice last. By default, the sessions
take 30 minutes, but you can easily increase or
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decrease their duration. The software offers you a
collection of hundreds of words
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System Requirements:

Windows XP: Windows 7: Mac OS X 10.4 or later
NVIDIA GeForce 8, 16, or compatible AMD
Radeon 3100 or later Intel Core 2 or AMD Athlon
II or later 2 GHz or faster processor 3 GB RAM (4
GB for Windows 7) 1366×768 display At least 6
GB hard drive Hard-drive install DVD-ROM drive
1024×768 display In addition, a hard-drive install is
required for Windows XP and Windows
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